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€850.000,00Porto Recanati, popular seaside resort on the Adriatic Sea

Building Surface:

900Mq 

Land Surface:

1.250Mq 

Energetic class Status

Area Municipality Province Region Nation

Porto Recanati

Agency

Ville Casali Real EstateG

Mare Adriatico Macerata Marches Italy

Partially Renovated



DESCRIPTION

NOBLE VILLA FOR SALE ON THE ADRIATIC SEA MACERATA  MARCHE - ITALY

Historic villa for sale 250 meters from the sea and the beach of Porto Recanati.

Porto Recanati, famous seaside resort on the Adriatic Sea

Porto Recanati known tourist seaside resort on the Adriatic Sea is located in the province of Macerata in Le Marche.The area 

is completely flat and is located in close proximity to Mount Conero. The coast of the town, bordered on the north by the 

mouth of the roller, extends for about two kilometers to the south beyond the mouth of the Potenza River.

The coast of Porto Recanati has a particular shape: the central band consists tended pebble beaches and steep sea with 

deep water even a few meters from the beach, unlike the neighboring Porto Potenza and Civitanova Marche.

The beautiful Villa for sale 1920 mq.600 measure is on three levels, divided into 19 rooms, brick facade with columns and 

decorative stucco floors plus basement of mq.120, mq.150 warehouse, garage of mq.29 of mq.1.250 park with magnificent tall 

trees.

The property is not far from the sea, is km.35 from Ancona Falconara, km.3 from the Bologna / Bari km..5 from 

Loreto

The panorama from Porto Recanati beach is bordered by two elements, which, along the horizon, framing a beautiful sea: to 

the north, the imposing silhouette of Mount Conero and to the south the unusual green patch of pine forest.

By the end of the nineteenth century, the family, which had approximately 15 hectares of coastline, tried to develop projects 

that save themselves their possession aridity of salty winds; the first, rooms, attempts discouraged family and 

portorecanatesi, watching those jobs with daunting disbelief.The discovery of a source of fresh water, a short distance from the 

beach, rekindled the hopes, fueled by the stubbornness of Eng. Foxy Volpini.A network of canals and the choice of suitable 

crops, also suggested by the Ministry of Agriculture, yielded the first, astonishing results: in 1929 the Volpini pinewood home 

to about 180 different species of plants.

Initial use of brambles, which have a slow but constant development has allowed you to change the natural structure of the 

beach: the thick roots of such plants, compacting the sand, they have made stable and ready to receive shrubs from the 

deepest burls .Several years of similar cultures have radically altered the original hostility of the dunes, enough to make that 

stretch of beach a real green oasis on the sea: now an evergreen pine forest ilex offers cool shade, creating an ideal 

environment for pleasant walks the discovery of plant species typical of the Mediterranean, at risk of extinction.

The second Sunday of July there is the Festival of the Sea; vessels of the navy portorecanatese march in solemn procession, 

accompanied by several other boats. Leads the procession the boat that is designated to host the painting of the Madonna 

relief, depicting Mary with the Child in her arms.Despite the passing of years Porto Recanati has never lost its tradition, which 

dates back to the times of the foundation: fishing. Typical fishing boat in Porto Recanati has always been the "Hand", not 

being the biggest boats used by the absence of any suitably equipped port. Nowadays this small center has as its primary 

source of wealth tourism. Many of the near past and current administrations have invested and are investing heavily in public 

works and foster tourism and intense building activity to do in Porto Recanati a tourist destination internationally. This country, 

for several years repeatedly awarded the prestigious "Blue Flag of Europe", annually attracts tens of thousands of tourists. 

This resulted in major changes in all areas: the swimming facilities are equipped with restaurants by the sea and have 

flourished dozens of clothing stores, catering centers and a long pedestrian zone, signs of a constantly changing reality.
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